
All or some of the following aspects could be assessed in the AS91007 examination:

•  the natural and cultural characteristics (features) of the environments that make them vulnerable to the 
extreme natural event(s)

•  the natural processes that operate to produce the extreme natural event(s)

•  the effects of the extreme natural event(s) on the natural environment

•  the effects of an extreme natural event(s) on cultural environments

•  how different groups of people have responded to the effects of the extreme natural event(s).

Demonstrating geographic understanding of environments and an extreme natural event(s) from around 
the world will meet the requirements of AS91007 (Geography 1.1).

•  Geographic understanding refers to an understanding of how natural environments and people 
interact and the consequences of that interaction.

•  Environments refer to either different places that are affected by one type of extreme natural event or 
different places that are affected by a single extreme natural event.

•  Extreme natural event(s) refers to one type of naturally occurring hazard that has a major impact on 
people’s lives, such as earthquakes, floods, tsunami, landslides, tropical cyclones.

• Vulnerable refers to how the natural and/or cultural features of a region or place can be affected in a 
negative manner or undermined by the activities of extreme natural event(s).

• Natural processes are processes (actions and sequence of events) that occur in the natural world, 
e.g. tectonic, volcanic and/or climatic processes. You may be required to explain the natural processes 
of your selected extreme natural event in chronological sequence or stages. Sometimes you may be 
required to differentiate between what is happening in the natural world and what people are doing 
at each stage. It is recommended that you support these explanations with annotated diagrams, 
geographic terminology and concepts.

• Natural features (rivers, lakes, oceans, native vegetation, native wildlife, mountains, hills, etc.) are the 
result of natural processes (erosion, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, climatic processes, weathering, 
geological activity).

• Cultural features (roads, buildings, parks, dams, farms, schools, residential areas, etc.) are created by 
cultural processes (migration, transportation, population growth, tourism, agriculture) and by people.

GEOGRAPHY

1.1
Externally assessed 4 credits

Achievement Standard 91007
Demonstrate geographic understanding 
of environments that have been shaped 
by extreme natural event(s)
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Exam questions: Geographic understanding of environments 
shaped by extreme natural events

2020 Questions
Name ONE type of extreme natural event and an environmental case study (or studies) of this event, 
that you will use to answer BOTH parts of the 2020 exam that follows.

Extreme natural event: 

Environment case study(ies): 

 

In your answers, you should integrate case-study evidence as well as geographic terminology and concepts.

Geographic concepts you may choose to use in your answers include:

Processes
A sequence of actions that shape and change environments.

Environments
May be natural and/or cultural. They have particular characteristics and features, which can be the result 
of natural and/or cultural processes.

Change
Involves any alteration to the natural or cultural environment. Change can be spatial and/or temporal. 
Change is a normal process in both natural and cultural environments. It occurs at varying rates, at 
different times, and in different places.

Interaction
Involves elements of an environment affecting each other and being linked together. Interaction 
incorporates movement, flows, connections, links and interrelationships, which work together and may 
be one- or two-way interactions. Landscapes are the visible outcome of interactions. Interaction can bring 
about environmental change.

 Year 2020 
Ans. p. 103
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The assessment of AS91008 (Geography 1.2) focuses on some or all of the following population concepts:

• population distribution – how and why population is spread across the landscape

• population diversity – composition of the population, including ethnicity, age, sex

• migration and mobility of a population, including both external and internal migration trends

• population change over time, including population totals, age–sex structure, natural increase

• population sustainability – capacity of the environment to support a population in the longer term.

Achievement criteria

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence

Demonstrate geographic 
understanding of population 
concepts. 

Demonstrate in-depth geographic 
understanding of population 
concepts.

Demonstrate comprehensive 
geographic understanding of 
population concepts.

‘Demonstrate geographic understanding’ involves:

• describing population concepts in geography

• including supporting evidence.

‘Demonstrate in-depth geographic understanding’ involves:

• explaining population concepts in geography

• including detailed supporting evidence.

‘Demonstrate comprehensive geographic understanding’ involves:

• fully explaining population concepts using geographic terminology and concepts, and showing insight

•  integrating detailed supporting evidence.

Showing insight refers to showing perception and linking causes with effects.

Integrating refers to relevant examples being woven throughout the evidence to support explanations.

‘Geographic understanding’ refers to an understanding of the spatial dimension of population concepts 
using evidence from different countries and/or regions.

‘Population’ refers to the people who live in a particular country and/or region.

GEOGRAPHY

1.2
Externally assessed 4 credits

Achievement Standard 91008
Demonstrate geographic understanding 
of population concepts
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High population growth Lower death rates
•   Improved health and sanitation.
•   People are living longer; fewer 
     deaths in childhood

High birth rates
•   Poor family planning.
•   Cultural or religious reasons 
     for having many children.
•   Low education/literacy.
•   Cultural resistance to change.

Producing health/care
services, jobs, schools.

Supplies of
sufficient food.

Older population
to support.

Demographic momentum – when
‘children’ reach child-bearing age and 
have children, this worsens the problem.

Reasons for
youthful

populations

Issues related
to a youthful population
= increasing dependency

Birth rates
Some countries have high birth rates due to poor use of contraception or conservative religious views. 
Large families are common because children are seen as an economic asset, especially in rural areas. 

In some Asian countries, birth rates have been lowered. In Japan, family planning is widely practised. 
Abortion is legal. The cost of living is high, so families have fewer children. In India, the government 
promotes family planning, contraception and sterilisation, but widespread illiteracy, especially in rural areas, 
has made this difficult. In the 1970s, China introduced the ‘one child’ policy to lower birth rates. The birth 
rate has dropped from 38 to 20 per 1 000.

Death rates 
Death rates have dropped in some countries, for reasons such as medical improvements and use of vaccines 
for diseases such as smallpox; improvements in hygiene, access to clean water and better sewage disposal.

War (e.g. in Vietnam) and natural disasters (floods, earthquakes) cause temporary drops in populations.

The Demographic Transition
Demographic Transition is a model that describes changes in birth and death rates over time.

Stage 1 = high birth and  
death rates. 

Stage 2 = lower death rates, high 
birth rates = population explosion. 

Stage 3 = population growth  
slows as birth rates decline. 

Stage 4 = slow population growth, 
death and birth rates both low.	 	

Stage 5 = zero population growth 
or natural population decrease, 
as death rates increase while birth 
rates remain low.																
International migration
Some countries are affected by international migration. Countries like Singapore have attracted workers 
from poorer countries (like Malaysia) for jobs like construction and labouring. Elsewhere, refugees have 
migrated across borders to avoid problems of communism, war, persecution or repression.

Demographic Transition Model
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Question Three: Population sustainability

Population concept: Population sustainability

Population sustainability is the capacity of the environment to support a population in the longer term.

Achieving population sustainability involves adopting ways of thinking and behaving that allow 
individuals, groups, and societies to meet their needs and aspirations without preventing future 
generations from meeting theirs. Sustainable interaction with the environment may be achieved by 
preventing, limiting, minimising, or correcting environmental damage to water, air, and soil, as well as 
considering ecosystems and problems related to waste, noise, and visual pollution.

Refer to the concept of population sustainability when answering both parts of this question.

There are many sustainability issues facing regions and countries. These include, but are not limited to:

Population sustainability issues

air qualityclimate 
change

transport 
issues healthwaste housingwater

Choose ONE population sustainability issue from the diagram above (or any other sustainability issue) that 
you will use to answer both parts of this question.

Sustainability issue 

a. Fully explain the cause of your population sustainability issue in your chosen case-study region(s) or 
country(ies). 

 Year 2019 
Ans. p. 113
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2018 Questions
Name a population case study (or studies) that you will use to answer ALL three questions from the 2018 
exam that follow.

The population case study (or studies) may come from regions within a country, one country, or from 
different countries.

Population case study (or studies):

 

Question One: Population change
Figure 1: The Demographic Transition Model

Demographic Transition Model
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Source (adapted): http://www.tutor2u.net/geography/reference/the-demographic-transition-model-dtm

Figure 2: Population statistics for two countries

Japan Afghanistan

Birth rate (births/1 000 people) 8.3 41.2

Death rate (deaths/1 000 people) 9.8 18.4

Stage on the Demographic Transition Model Stage 5 Stage 2

Source (adapted): https://www.statista.com/statistics

 Year 2018 
Ans. p. 114
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Assessment will be based on a range of thinking, practical and valuing skills. These skills will be assessed 
in a geographic context, and will relate to a wide range of resource materials drawn from any geographic 
setting. Geographic ideas that relate to these skills will also be assessed.

Achievement criteria

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence

Apply concepts and basic 
geographic skills to demonstrate 
understanding of a given 
environment.

Apply concepts and basic 
geographic skills to demonstrate 
in-depth understanding of a given 
environment.

Apply concepts and basic 
geographic skills to demonstrate 
comprehensive understanding of 
a given environment.

‘Apply concepts and basic geographic skills to demonstrate understanding of a given environment’ 
involves:

• using basic skills and geographic conventions in the presentation and/or interpretation of information

• showing understanding of geography concepts.

‘Apply concepts and basic geographic skills to demonstrate in-depth understanding of a given environment’ 
involves:

•  using basic skills and geographic conventions with precision in the presentation and/or interpretation of 
information

•  showing an in-depth understanding of geography concepts.

‘Apply concepts and basic geographic skills to demonstrate comprehensive understanding of a given 
environment’ involves:

•  using basic skills and geographic conventions showing consistent precision in the presentation and/or 
interpretation of information

• showing a full understanding of geography concepts using geographic terminology and showing insight.

Basic geographic skills involves drawing précis maps, topographic map interpretation, photograph 
interpretation, applying geographic concepts, comprehension of text, distance calculation, graph 
interpretation and construction, etc.

A given environment could be a New Zealand or an overseas environment (e.g. the environment used in the 
2011 91010 exam was a New Zealand environment (the Mackenzie Basin)).

Assessment of AS91010 (Geography 1.4) will be based on a prescribed list of skills. 

GEOGRAPHY

1.4
Externally assessed 4 credits

Achievement Standard 91010
Apply concepts and basic geographic 
skills to demonstrate understanding  
of a given environment
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Geographic concepts
There are 11 geographic concepts.

Interaction

Location, Distance, Accessibility

Systems Culture and Perception

Geographic concepts

Patterns, Processes, RegionsChange

Location – where people or features are sited or positioned. 

Distance – how far away or apart people or features are. 

Accessibility – how easy it is for people, ideas or things to move. 

Patterns – the distribution of interrelated natural or cultural features on the earth’s surface. 

Processes – a series of related events or actions in an environment. 

Region – an area with distinctive natural or cultural features. 

Interaction – when two or more features in an environment affect each other. 

Change – when natural or cultural environments are altered, either intentionally or unintentionally. 

System – a set of natural or cultural features which are linked together to form a whole. 

Culture – a common way of life in an area. 

Perception – the way people view or see their environment.

You need to be able to describe the geographic concepts and apply them to a given situation.
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Exam question: Apply concepts and basic geographic skills

2020 Resource A: Introducing Ross Island, Antarctica
Ross Island is located in Antarctica. The island has been formed by four 
volcanoes, and the largest of these, Mt Erebus, is the world’s southernmost 
active volcano. Ross Island is extremely important to New Zealand as it is 
home to Scott Base, New Zealand’s scientific research station in Antarctica.

Scott Base was established at the island’s southern point – Hut Point 
Peninsula – by Edmund Hillary in 1957. Scott Base is run by Antarctica 
New Zealand, and its main function is to support scientists as they carry 
out their vital research on the continent over the summer months.

New Zealand has a close relationship with the USA’s McMurdo Station, 
which is located nearby. During the winter months the island is in 
complete 24-hour darkness and temperatures can drop to –36 °C, which 
makes outside activities extremely dangerous.

Ross Island played a significant part in the incredible exploration era of 
the early 1900s, when famous explorers such as Robert Scott and Ernest 
Shackleton used the island as a base as they tried to be the first to reach 
the South Pole. The huts they lived in for months on end have been 
lovingly restored and can still be visited today.

Ross Island is also home to abundant wildlife, including penguins, seals, 
whales and sea birds.

Research

Explorers’ hut

Scott Base (NZ) McMurdo Station (USA)

Adélie penguins Mt Erebus
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2020 Questions
a. Using Resource A, identify two reasons why Antarctica New Zealand does not recommend scientists 

visit the continent in winter.

 (1)

 (2)

Use Resource B and the geographic concept of location to answer b.

Location refers to the position of something on the earth’s surface and can be given in relation to other 
objects.

b. Fully describe the location of Hut Point Peninsula. Use geographic terminology in your answer.

c. From Resource C, identify THREE specific natural features and THREE specific cultural features that are 
found at Hut Point Peninsula.

 Natural features:

 (1)

 (2)

 (3)

 Cultural features:

 (1)

 (2)

 (3)

 Year 2020 
Ans. p. 118
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Achievement Standard 91007 (Geography 
1.1): Demonstrate geographic 
understanding of environments that have 
been shaped by extreme natural events(s)

1.1. 2020 Questions
Note: The format to the exam questions changed in 2020. In the 
2019 and earlier exam papers, there were three questions. In 2020, 
there is only one question, which is subdivided into different parts. In 
the case of 2020, there are two parts to the question: (a) Processes 
and (b) Effects.

Extreme natural event: Earthquake

Environmental case study(ies):  2010–2011 Christchurch 
earthquake

Note also that any photographs used here are illustrative and could 
not, of course, be used in the exam answer.

a. Processes

  Note: Processes are sequences of actions. An action is the cause 
of an event and has a consequence (an effect). There might 
be a whole string of events or steps in a process. This question 
specifically requires you to explain the sequence of actions. This 
question is similar to the 2019 Natural Processes question where 
students were required to draw sequenced annotated diagrams 
to fully explain the processes. Although there is no request to 
draw diagrams and no space is provided for diagrams, it is 
recommended that you include at least one or two annotated 
diagrams (see 2019 exam answers for diagram examples). 
Unlike the 2019 exam question, your answer must be more 
an essay format, which can be supported with diagrams. To 
comply with the sequence requirement, you must state and 
explain different stages, timeframes and/or dates of how the 
extreme natural event is produced. These processes may cause 
extreme natural events that occur above the earth’s surface, on 
the earth’s surface, or below the earth’s surface. It is important 
to show the links between the causes and the effects. It is also 
important to use geographic terminology and other geographic 
concepts in your explanations. The explanation that you provide 
must relate to and be about the extreme natural event and the 
environmental case study that you listed above: i.e. earthquakes 
and 2010–2011 Christchurch earthquake. Try to integrate and 
apply aspects of the geographic concept ‘processes’ into your 
explanations. Include named examples, evidence and specific 
examples from your environmental case study (2010–2011 
Christchurch earthquake). It is recommended that you include 
maps and annotated diagrams as well as explanations of the 
processes and interactions, which caused your extreme natural 
event: 2010–2011 Christchurch earthquake. In the following 
exemplar, the sequence action stages are stated explicitly. You 
don’t have to do this, but your response should explain the 
different stages in sequence.

p. 15 

Answers and explanations

What initially appeared to be two different earthquakes in 
Christchurch – one in September 2010 and another in February 
2011 – is now considered to be one earthquake over a five-month 
period. The damage created by the September 2010 earthquake 
contributed to the extensive damage created in February 2011. 

 Sequence Action 1: The earth’s surface (lithosphere), which 
consists of the earth’s crust and mantle. This earth’s surface is 
made up of a number of tectonic plates.

These tectonic plates float on molten rock (magma). The 
movement of the tectonic plates could be convergent (i.e. 
towards each other, colliding or subducting), divergent (i.e. away 
from each other) or transform (i.e. slide past each other). The 
movement of the tectonic plates causes friction, which can result 
in earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.

Convergent boundary

Divergent boundary 
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